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HELLO ALL!

Spring is finally upon us, which means many of us are
looking forward to the future and are starting to count down
the days to the end of the year. However, before we start
thinking about Prom, AP tests, grad parties, and summer, it
is important for us to stay focused for the time being. But not
to worry! Lots of exciting things happen in March, such as St.
Patrick’s Day, Spring Break, and March Madness. In addition,
be sure to support your Spartan family in all that will be
coming our way with the start of Spring sports like Track &
Field, girls soccer, softball & baseball, boys tennis, and boys golf.
Even though it won’t be nice enough to drive with your
windows down most days, March is going to be a great month!
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STUDENT LIFE
4 WOMEN IN HISTORY YOU
PROBABLY DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT
By Ellie Overkamp

We’ve all heard about plenty of famous men throughout history. While
men have done a lot, women have also had powerful and lasting impacts
on society. Women’s contributions in history are often overlooked, and
many women who have done amazing things are never brought to our attention. It’s Women’s History Month, so here are four of those astounding
women.
Margaret Hamilton was the lead software engineer of the Apollo
Project; in fact, she’s credited with creating the term ‘software engineering’.
The project was very high stakes- not only did everything have to work
perfectly, but it had to happen at the correct time. During the mission, the
computer was overwhelmed with commands, but because of the way Hamilton had programmed it to prioritize the tasks, they were still safe to land
on the moon. Basically, without Margaret Hamilton, it’s very likely that the
mission wouldn’t have been so successful.
Noor Inayat Khan was a part of the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force
during World War II. She quickly became the radio operator for a resistance force in Paris. Many members of this force ended up being arrested,
but Khan kept moving around France to avoid capture. Unfortunately,
Khan was betrayed and captured by the Germans. In Germany, she was
tortured repeatedly and kept in solitary confinement. Despite everything
that she went through, she refused to reveal any information to the Germans, up to her death in September of 1944.
Alice Coachman grew up in the 1920’s and 30’s, in the extremely
segregated Georgia. She showed a strong interest in track and field, but she
wasn’t allowed to train in school with the other athletes. So, she used old
equipment and ran barefoot. Eventually, a coach took notice of her talents
and together, they got a college to offer her a scholarship. In both high
school and college, she broke countless records. In 1948, Coachman competed in the Olympic Games, where she became the first black woman to
ever win a gold medal- even with a back injury.
Sybil Ludington was born in 1761 to famous New York militia officer, Henry Ludington. In 1777, when Sybil was only 16, word got to their
home that an attack was being launched on Danbury, Connecticut. While
her father immediately began to organize men to fight back, Sybil rode on
horseback in the rain to alert everyone she could about the attack. These
were unfamiliar roads to her, yet she still managed to travel 40 miles- when
famed Paul Revere spread his word about the attack, he only rode 12.5
miles.
4
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WAYS TO BE INVOLVED
WITH FEMINISM

By Kari Larsen
Feminism is the idea that women should be socially and politically equal to men and granted the same
rights. Over the years, it seems feminism has become
a dirty word. People don’t want to admit that they’re
a feminist in fear of seeming like they “hate” men. But
that is completely opposite of what feminism truly
stands for. Feminism is simply treating men and women as equals, meaning equal pay, equal legal rights, and
of course, with equal respect. While our country has
improved with this, there are still many women’s equality issues that need solving. Since March is International Women’s Month, here are some small steps you can
take to be more involved with feminism!

•

Attend JMM Women’s Club (Thursdays @ lunch,
Room 854D) or JMM Teal Ribbon Club (Tuesday’s
@ lunch, Room 804)
• Join the Madison Feminist Book Club (More info
on meetup.com)
• Educate yourself on pressing women’s issues
through books, documentaries, and news
• Challenge gender stereotypes in your daily life
• Say something if you hear a sexist comment
• Defy the gender roles taught in our country since
we were young (i.e. boys can play with dolls, and
girls can totally love playing with monster trucks)
• Stop supporting media that depicts either men as
“tough” and “emotionless” and shows women as
“flawless” and purely for their bodies
Sexism is hidden in a lot of places, especially in media
and consumerism, and by refusing to give in, you are
part of the solution to improving conditions for both
men and women to equalize our country!

HUMAN RIGHTS WEEK
AT JMM
By Maddy Peppard
Human Rights Week, a two-year JMM tradition, is taking place this year during the week of
April 8th! The schedule is as follows:

WOMEN’S CLUB UPDATE!

By Maggie Di Sanza
Are you interested in promoting women’s equity? Want
to explore the nuances of gender? Interested in how
culture and gender intersect? Join Women’s Club! During
March, we will be taking our annual voyage down to
the capitol to learn about lobbying for social justice and
standing up for female justice! We will also take part in
planning a human rights week! If you want to engage
in fundraisers to support women in developing nations
attending school, or raise funds to provide socioeconomically disadvantaged females with menstrual products, you
should join Women’s Club! We meet on Thursdays during
lunch, in room 854D. Have any questions? Reach out to
club president, Maisie Peters (mkpeters@madison.k12.
wi.us), club vice-president, Maggie Di Sanza (mgdisanza@
madison.k12.wi.us) or club advisor, Ms. Voss (kvoss@
madison.k12.wi.us). We can’t wait to see you there!

Monday - Mental Health/Disability advocacy day
Tuesday - Environmental Justice Day
Wednesday - Women/ Gender Based Issues day
Thursday - LGBTQ+ advocacy day
Friday - Multicultural/ Diversity Celebration Day
More details will be published in the next issueevents, activities, and guest speakers will be happening all week to get the entire school involved!
Want to get involved in planning, suggest an
activity, or are part of a club that supports one of
these themes? Join the JMM Student Activists Club
2018-19 Facebook group or contact Maddy Peppard at annarosepeppard@gmail.com or another
member of Student Activists club! Get pumped!
to get involved in student news!. If you are interested in helping out with Podcast Club or just want
to make a guest appearance to talk about an issue
at Memorial or Madison, come to the photo room
(521) on Thursday at lunch.
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THE ASHFORDS, PT. 7
By Maggie Di Sanza

“I am your mother, Hayden.” As Aunt Cynthia
uttered those simple five words, my heart ceased. I
was unable to even comprehend the enormous truth
bomb she had just dropped. I glanced at Robyn; her
jaw was locked in a gritted position and her furrowed
eyebrows were frozen on her forehead.
“What?” Robyn asked. Her tone was not one of
shock; it was sardonic. Her words fell on me as if a
razor was cutting the pits of my already queasy stomach open.
“Hayden, I am your biological mother. Not your
Aunt,” Cynthia reiterated, as if to clarify one of the
most befuddling sentences that has ever grazed the
inside of my ears.
“What?” Robyn asked once again, this time with
less certainty, in fear of it being true.
“I am Hayden’s mother!” She continued, “How
many more times do I have to say it?” Cynthia’s voice
became increasingly spiteful with each word. “I am
your mother, Hayden!”
I slumped back into a caterpillar-like position ––
attempting to burrow into a nonexistent hole. My
facial expression matched my bodily demeanor. “No
you’re not.” Angrily, I responded with the most jaded
comeback my body could conjure up.
“I am, Hayden. I got pregnant with you just twelve

years ago.” Cynthia revealed a layer of truth that
Robyn nor myself could handle. “Since I was so young
and unmarried, your grandparents made me give you
over to your parents.”
“But why would they do that? What?” I aggressively, hopelessly blurted.
“Your parents already had Robyn, they were married, and they could provide for you in ways that I
never could.”
“But, why didn’t we know? Why didn’t our parents
tell us!?” Robyn snarled while pursing her lips and
clumping her hands into a fist.
“We wanted you both to have a normal life. We
didn’t want you to be a part of a broken family,” Aunt
Cynthia confessed defeatedly.
I was in shock, to say the absolute least. You know,
it’s not everyday you find out that your thought-to-be
Aunt is actually your mother and your grandparents
and parents have been lying to your your entire life.
“Please don’t be upset guys!” Cynthia begged for
an ounce of mercy, “It was not my decision! I would
have told you earlier if…” She trailed off in an obvious
effort to conceal the truth.
“What, what happened?” I begged, desperate to
learn the whole truth.
“They threatened me.”
“Who?”
“Your parents.”

TWIRP RECAP

By Madison Chao
TWIRP was organized by the sophomore class officers and was a blast! The theme was glow in the dark; decorations included glow in the dark balloons and glow sticks. Usually, 400 to 500 tickets are sold for TWIRP, but
this year was record-breaking: about 600 tickets were sold!. Thank you to all who came to the dance, and a special
thanks to SYS for helping set up!
6
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PICNICS, PARTIES & OTHER
PLANS FOR SPRING BREAK

By Beatrice Naujalyte
Spring Break is just around the corner, and you don’t have to fly to
The Bahamas to have an enjoyable week off. It might still be freezing
cold here in Wisconsin, but there are plenty of ways you can relax
during this time.
Head to Wisconsin Dells
Wisconsin Dells has plenty of indoor water parks, like the Kalahari, Noah’s Ark, and Chula Vista. Skip the pricey hotel stays and go for
a day trip with a one-day pass ($34.99 at Noah’s Ark, for reference).
Study for AP exams
It’s not the most pleasant activity, but studying will be much
harder to fit it into your schedule once school starts up again. Take
advantage of the free time you have by setting up a study schedule
and getting into a routine that’ll set you up for success by the time
May rolls around.
Have a board game night
The epitome of free and fun - invite a few friends over and ask
everyone to bring board games and snacks.
See a movie
A great way to escape from the cold outside. Silver Cinemas’ Market Square Theatre is a great way to catch up on movies you might
have missed for a cheaper price. For a totally free option, you can
always find movies on Netflix and other streaming services and have
a movie marathon at home.
Spring clean
Get in the cleaning mood by watching Marie Kondo’s new Netflix
show, Tidying Up, then get to work on getting rid of everything in
your room that doesn’t “spark joy”.
Go on a road trip
You don’t have to go far for the classic road trip experience. TravelWisconsin.com has a list of 13 Wisconsin Roadside attractions
including: the World’s Largest Penny, the World’s Largest “M”, and
Al Johnson’s Goats on the Roof.
However you decide to spend your Spring Break, make an effort
to relax, spend time with family and friends, and come back to school
with some good stories to tell.
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SYS MARCH
NOTICE

By Nikita Remesh
For many freshmen, the first year of
high school is nothing but confusing.
With numerous clubs and extracurricular opportunities available, students
often have no idea where to start! I
chose SYS because volunteering was an
opportunity to join a community. It isn’t
a surprise to my friends that anything
to do with children makes me smile, so
when I joined Youth For Youth (one of
the committees in Spartan Youth Service
that mainly focuses on the youth), it
was the perfect place for me! But being
a freshman board member and having
increased responsibility and leadership
opportunities prepared me for the challenges yet to come and helped me make
many new connections. Learning how
to reach out to organizations, planning
events and managing time effectively are
life skills that I’ve learned. The task of
planning a large fundraiser (The Great
JMM Bake Off! Coming soon!) has been
a creative challenge. But the biggest part
of SYS is the welcoming community.
In SYS, students are offered various
events to try. This not only broadens
one’s horizons but also allows an individual give back to the community. SYS
isn’t just “good for college” (which of
course, it is.); volunteering helps one
feel like they’ve done some good in the
world that they live in! SYS meets after
school on Wednesdays in the Wisconsin
Neighborhood Study Center. New members are always welcome to join!
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gain new skills that aren’t taught
in classrooms, B) feel a stronger
By Megan Li
sense of belonging to the club they
What is one piece of advice you would helped, and C) impress club officers
and have a better chance of being
give to a freshman?
elected to a leadership position :)
ACTIVELY ENGAGE in the clubs
I honestly can’t stress how importyou choose to do! A lot of students
ant it is to be not just a member of
don’t realize the value in extracura club but an ACTIVE member.
riculars, and I’ve seen many stuMy involvement in various clubs
dents who are members of a club
have taught me leadership skills,
but don’t actively participate in club
communication, public speaking,
activities. By contrast, students who
and writing *wink wink* to name
volunteer their time and efforts
a few.
to help a club with a project A)

ASK A SENIOR

HOW MANY JMM
STUDENTS CHEAT?

By Megan Li
Cheating is, unfortunately, extremely common at
Memorial. I’m not proud to admit it, but even I’ve
cheated on tests and quizzes. As a freshman, I simply
didn’t grasp the concept of cheating and mistakenly
thought this unethical act consisted purely of copying
answers during exams. My freshman math teacher, the
eccentric Mr. Kvistad, strove to instill higher morals
in all his students. From him, I learned that cheating is
more subtle and more common at Memorial than I had
thought.
To start off, the definition of cheating must be clarified, for this term isn’t confined to a single act like I had
thought. When I interviewed Mr. Kvistad, he defined
cheating as “any act that would put another person
at an advantage over others”. Clearly, copying test
answers or hiding cheat sheets would fall under this
definition, but what many students don’t realize is that
discussing specifics on assessments with those who haven’t taken it yet is also a form of cheating. One of the
most common ways students cheat at JMM involves
sharing overly detailed information with friends. Mr.
Kvistad gives the example, “If you know you don’t have
to study something, now you can NOT study that and
devote more time to other things.” This may sound
overly stringent, but telling someone what they should
or what they shouldn’t study for when you know what
the test covers is, in fact, cheating.
What many don’t realize is that cheating isn’t just
unfair to those without the advantage; cheating hurts
8

you and your friends. In reality, these shortcuts will
only harm your success in the future. For one, college
assessments tend to be offered at one time and one time
only for all students to take. If in high school, you rely
on friends to help you narrow down what to study, in
college, you won’t know how to narrow down and pick
out the important topics to study yourself. The bigger
concern though, is that cutting these corners prevents
you from truly understanding the material. In the short
run, you’ll do well on the test, but by not studying
course material in depth, you miss out on details and
on understanding more difficult concepts that you’ll be
expected to know in the future.
Obviously, it’s difficult to stop this kind of cheating.
Teachers have little control over what students talk
about during passing time, and students don’t like to
turn away friends who ask for help. But we have to
hold ourselves up to a higher standard both for our
sakes and for our friends’. That means we don’t put
each other in uncomfortable social situations by making someone choose between their integrity and their
friends. It means we don’t ask, “Should I study for this?”
or “What do I have to know for the test?”. If friends do
ask how tests went, we give answers like “It was easy”
or “It was hard” that don’t give them an advantage they
shouldn’t have.
I don’t mean to accuse anyone of having bad intentions or of trying to cheat their way to success.
Expectations aren’t communicated clearly, and many
students just don’t realize their actions are wrong
and carry grave consequences. But it’s not too late to
change. Now that we have a better understanding of
what cheating looks like and why it’s harmful, we can
be better. Let’s make good decisions.
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GET

OPEN A

STUDENT FREE CHECKING
OR SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and get
2

free
lunch!

1

FrEE
LUNCH

today

FROM SUMMIT

3

You’ve got dreams and goals. Summit Credit Union is here to help
you achieve them with a Student Free Checking or savings account.
Open an account at Summit and get a free debit card. Plus, free
mobile everything!
• Check your balance on the go
• Deposit checks with mobile deposit
• Pay with your phone through Apple Pay, Google Pay
and Samsung Pay
And, if you open a Student Free Checking or Savings account
by March 22, you’ll get a $10 gift card to Taco Bell, Culver’s or
Noodles & Company!3

STOP BY SUMMIT, RIGHT IN YOUR SCHOOL, TO OPEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY!

Insured by NCUA

New members only. Offer valid until 3/22/2019. 1 Minimum to open a Student Free Checking account is $25. Student Free Checking requires a primary savings account. 2 Primary savings: minimum to open
is $5. Annual Percentage Yield (APY) as of 12/1/2018 is 0.10%. Rate may change at any time. Minimum balance to obtain APY is $25. 3 Gift card will be distributed at account opening. © Summit Credit Union 2018.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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NEWS
LOCAL NEWS

POLAR VORTEX HITS MADISON
By Shruti Sathish

The final days of January were bitter cold, to say the
least. After two snow days that resulted in school cancellations, a powerful polar vortex drove a deep freeze
across the nation, targeting the Great Lakes region and
thus impacting Madison greatly. This wave of freezing
temperatures led to three more days of no school, and
many students felt as though they were experiencing
winter break: part two.
A polar vortex is defined by CNN as a circulation of
strong, upper-level winds that normally surround the
northern pole, moving in a counterclockwise direction.
On occasion, during the wintertime, the vortex can get
distorted and will expand, sending cold air southward.
10

This results in large outbreaks of Arctic air in areas
such as Canada and the United States. This year’s polar
vortex resulted in numerous record low temperatures.
75% of the continental U.S. experienced below-freezing temperatures that week, and wind chills dipped
as low as 35-60 degrees below zero between Tuesday
and Thursday in the Upper Midwest and Great Lakes
regions.
Now that temperatures are back to normal, students
are in school, and hard at work this third quarter.
However, most are definitely looking forward to spring
and the warmth it will bring!
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NATIONAL NEWS

STATE OF THE UNION: 5 THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW

By Maggie Di Sanza

On Tuesday, February 5th, 2019, President
Donald Trump delivered his second State of the
Union Address to Congress, Supreme Court
justices, and millions of others watching at home.
Here’s everything you need to know about his
political summaries, responses, and goals for the
future of the United States.
Bipartisanship
In an effort to unite both Democrats and Republicans, President Trump
opened the State of the Union Address with a call
for bipartisanship. “Millions of our fellow citizens
are watching us now, gathered in this great chamber, hoping that we will govern not as two parties,
but as one Nation,” the president hopefully
exclaimed. “There is a new opportunity in American politics, if only we have the courage to seize
it… victory is not winning for our party, victory
is winning for our country.” These inspirational
and dynamic phrases started the evening off with
toothy smiles all across the country, for many it
was refreshing change from the border wall disputes following the government shut-down. However, many criticized President Trump’s almost
immediate shift to criticizing liberal ideologies,
“We will never be a socialist country.”

1

2

The Russia Investigation
Later, Trump condemned Special
Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation
into the Russian involvement in the United States
election, implying that it is getting in the way of
American political and economic progress. “An
economic miracle is taking place in the United States, and the only thing that can stop it are
foolish wars, politics, or ridiculous partisan investigations.” President Trump continued, “If there
is going to be peace and legislation, there cannot
be war and investigation. It just doesn’t work that
way.”

The Wall
Taking place just days after the government shutdown had ended, Trump took
the opportunity to reaffirm his call for a barrier on
America’s southern border. “My Administration
has sent to the Congress a commonsense proposal
to end the crisis on our southern border … In the
past, most of the people in this room voted for a
wall - but the proper wall never got built. I’ll get it
built.” While some understood and appreciated the
sentiment of his push for border protection, many
criticized his neglect to address how his want for
a wall impacted the government shutdown. Then
again, multiple political commentators agreed that
it seems counterintuitive for Trump to address
a shutdown when public support was not in his
favor.

3

The Economy
The president emphasized his economic achievements since entering into the
Oval Office. “We have created 5.3 million new jobs
and importantly added 600,000 new manufacturing
jobs -- something which almost everyone said was
impossible to do, but the fact is, we are just getting
started.” He proceeded to cite a record low minority unemployment rate, a figure that has been
steadily declining since Obama’s presidency.

4

5

Women
To pay respect and address the Democratic women who dressed in all white in honor of
the suffragettes on this evening, Trump stated, “No
one has benefited more from our thriving economy than women, who have filled 58 percent of
the new jobs created in the last year … Exactly one
century after the Congress passed the Constitutional amendment giving women the right to vote,
we also have more women serving in the Congress
than ever before,” as raucous applause and a standing ovation emerged in the audience.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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DUKE UNIVERSITY: “SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT”
By Shruti Sathish

On Saturday, January 26th, an email with the
subject line “Something to think about” was sent to all
first and second year biostatistics graduate students at
Duke University in Durham, North Carolina. Sent by
Megan Neely, assistant professor and former director
of graduate studies in the biostatistics department, the
email warned Chinese students to speak “only English”
in public and professional settings on the university’s
campus.
Neely claimed that she was writing after receiving
reports from two unnamed faculty members who
overheard a group of international students speaking
in Chinese “very loudly” in the student lounge/study
areas. Neely said that the faculty members came to her
asking for the students’ names so they could remember them if they ever interviewed for an internship or
requested to work with them on a master’s project. In
the email, Neely says that the faculty members were
disappointed that these students were not taking the
opportunity to improve their English and were being
impolite by having a conversation in a language that
other students wouldn’t be able to understand. She
then continued on to remind students of the “unin-

tended consequences” of speaking in Chinese in the
school building and asked them to commit to using
English 100% of the time when in public and professional settings on campus. It is reported that she sent
a similar email in February 2018 that targeted international students
who were
“...asked them to
speaking in
languages other
commit to using
than English.
English 100% of the
Neely has
now stepped
time when in
down as director
public and
of the biostatistics program,
professional
but she consettings...”
tinues to work
as an assistant
professor. Duke University has issued a formal apology, and Neely has also apologized for the hurt her
email has caused. A group of students have petitioned
the university to further investigate the incident and
the actions of the other faculty members involved.

Above: The Duke University Chapel
Right: Professor Megan Neely,
who sent the controversial email asking
students to only speak in English
12
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MEASLES OUTBREAK IN WASHINGTON STATE
By Sagarika Pal

There has been a recent measles outbreak, disproportionately concentrated in the Pacific Northwest.
Out of the 101 confirmed measles cases in the nation
this year, 54 of the cases have been reported in the state
of Washington. 52 of those cases were in Clark County, and the majority were in children under 10. On
Friday, January 25, Washington state declared a state
of emergency due to the outbreak. Measles is a highly
contagious disease characterized by rashes and high
fever and can be fatal for young children. According
to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 7.5
percent of Washington residents, the highest percentage in the country, refused to be vaccinated.
This outbreak may be connected to the anti-vaccination movement, where people fear vaccinations being
connected to autism - a belief that has been heavily
disproved by the scientific community. Others in the
movement believe vaccinations are part of a wider Big
Pharma conspiracy, and yet others believe vaccinations
are harmful. There are some moderate members who
object to the number or timing of vaccinations, while
others simply don’t have the time or money to vaccinate themselves or their kids. But, with the outbreak,
more people are rushing to get vaccinated.
Herd immunity is when the majority of the popu-

lation is vaccinated against life-threatening diseases
to keep those diseases at bay and to protect those who
can’t be vaccinated, like newborns and people with
weak immune systems. Most epidemiologists recommend a 93 percent vaccination rate for protection levels, but in some schools in Portland, Oregon, Washington’s neighboring state, 10 to 20 percent of the students
are unvaccinated. In some of Clark County’s schools,
only 40 percent of students are vaccinated. Washington (along with 17 other states) allowed non-medical
vaccine exemption based on personal or philosophical
reasons, but to avoid future outbreaks, state lawmakers
now limit parents’ ability to exempt their school-age
children from vaccines for nonmedical purposes. Hundreds oppose these new restrictions.
It is very possible that other states will follow in
Washington’s footsteps and put in more measures to
prevent this outbreak from taking more of a toll nationwide.
For information on vaccines, including where to
get one, visit one of the following websites
https://www.vaccines.gov/getting/where/index.html
https://vaccines.cvs.com/
http://www.vaccineinformation.org/vaccine-finder/

UPDATE ON GOVERNMENT SHUTDOWN

By Joylyn Gong
On December 22, 2018, the longest federal government shutdown in US history was enacted by the Trump
administration. The decision was established due to disagreement between the president and the democratic senate body for their refusal of granting the president’s request for a $5 billion funding for the southern
border. Within the time period of the nationwide shutdown, over 800,000 federal employees were impacted
by every minute and hour of their furlough, many including those who worked in the Department of Agriculture, Commerce, and Homeland Security. Several workers did not receive a paycheck upon a month of the discontinuance in their job and others were required to work without being paid, according to the Senate Appropriations Committee. The shutdown resulted to a major decline in the nation’s economy as well, as it created
greater damage, exactly twice than what was initially estimated. To prevent further damage from being done,
federal workers seeked temporary jobs to acquire money that would last them throughout a period of time.
On January 10, 2019, protesters, many who worked in the government, surrounded the White House
gathering together in anger of the government’s action to leave many of them to fend for themselves without
pay. The protests dispersed across other areas of the nation in cities such as, Atlanta, Covington and Detroit.
However, fifteen days after the protests took place, President Trump agreed to move towards a short term
resolution to reopen the government for the following three weeks. Though, recovery would require at least a
week until employees could obtain their back pay.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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CHECHNYA’S GAY
PURGES CONTINUE

of human rights violations. Although when asked,
the government of Chechnya, and Mr. Kadyrov have
repeatedly stated that their country has no homosexual
population. Despite this, dozens of individuals have
come forward to talk about their experiences being
tortured for their sexuality by the government. The
leader of Russian LGBT Network, Igor Kochetkov
told the BBC, “We know of around 40 people who
have been detained, but it may be more.” Kochetkov
also said, “Persecution of men and women suspected of
being gay never stopped. It’s only that its scale has been
changing.” This may very well be the biggest human
rights violation that no one knows about. For more
information on how to help those affected, please look
at RusaLGBT or the Russian LGBT Network.

SUPPOSED PEACE IN
AFGHANISTAN

current military missions in Afghanistan, and withdraw
all of their personnel in three phases, adding that U.S.
civilian cooperation should continue to be stationed in
Afghanistan. The document reveals that Afghanistan’s
security institutions such as the Afghan Army, border
police, and intelligence services will operate under
national commands, while police would be localised in
order to create space for “localized solutions.”
In response the the United States’ proposal, theAfghan government reports that only Afghans are authorized to discuss a peace deal with the Taliban and commit to a future political system. “Any decision regarding
the peace process in Afghanistan is supposed to be the
authority of the Afghan government and the Afghan
people. The United States and regional countries are

By Eliana Sauer
In 2017, dozens of gay people in Chechnya, Russia were reportedly detained and beaten in an effort
by the government to rid Chechnya of all of its queer
population. As of January, the Russian LGBT Network
believes that since December, 40 people have been
imprisoned and at least two people have died of torture.
The Moscow Times reported that “between 10 and 20
gay men and women had been killed in Chechnya in
the past month.” Contrary to all of this, the Chechen
leader Ramzan Kadyrov has said that this latest report is “complete lies” and has denies all allegations

By Maggie Di Sanza
The United States research center, the RAND Corporation, a non-government organization, has developed a draft agreement for a potential peace agreement
between the United States, the Taliban, and the Afghan
government. The document has already been shared
with several senior Afghan officials and politicians in
Kabul, as well as stakeholders in the region.
The 49-page document titled “Agreement on a Comprehensive Settlement of the Conflict in Afghanistan”
details proposals regarding a final peace agreement for
Afghanistan at the end of the negotiation process.
Written in the script of a document, a core bargain involving both the internal and external parties
includes a declaration of ceasefire, Taliban’s complete
reunification of links with terrorist organizations, a
complete, phased ending of the current U.S and NATO
military mission over an 18-month transitional period.
The document suggests that the Afghan parties may
invite the international community to form a small,
limited “Afghanistan Support Team” focused exclusively on counter-terrorism. Essayed in the document is
also a new political arrangement within Afghanistan,
including the adoption of a new constitution. The transitional government is to be led by a rotating chairperson and several vice chairpeople. “Parties commit to an
immediate, mutual, and comprehensive ceasefire and
cessation of hostiles, effective upon signature of this
agreement,” reads the document. The archive suggests that the United States and NATO shall end their
14

Amrullah Saleh, Acting Minister
of Interior of Afghanistan
only facilitating the peace process,” declares Faraidoon
Khozon, a spokesperson for Chief Executive Abdullah
Abdullah.
There are still many details that need to be fleshed
out; thus, the future of a peace agreement with Afghanistan is in its initial stages of development.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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THE TRANS MILITARY BAN

By Maggie Di Sanza
On January 21st, 2019, the Supreme Court allowed President Donald
Trump’s transgender military ban to go into effect. In an unsigned 5-4 order,
the justices took no stance on the legality of the ban, first proposed in a surprise tweet by Trump in 2017, reading, “After consultation with my Generals and military experts, please be advised that the United States Government
will not accept or allow Transgender individuals to serve in any capacity
in the U.S. military,” Trump continues on Twitter, “Our military must be
focused on decisive and overwhelming victory and cannot be burdened with
the tremendous medical costs and disruption that transgender [people] in
the military would entail.” Nonetheless, the Supreme Court decision paved
the way for it to take effect while lower courts hear additional arguments.
The policy, later officially released by the (then) Secretary of Defense
James Mattis in 2017, blocks individuals who have been diagnosed with the
‘condition’ known as ‘gender dysphoria’ from serving. It later specifies that
individuals without the condition can serve, but only if they do so according
to the sex they were assigned at birth.
In a statement released after the Supreme Court action, the Pentagon
sought to clarify that this ban is not a ban on all transgender persons from
the military:
“As always, we treat all transgender persons with respect and dignity. The
proposed policy is NOT a ban on service by transgender persons. It is critical
that Department of Defense be permitted to implement personnel policies that
it determines necessary to ensure that most lethal and combat effective fighting
force in the world.”
But, who and what will be affected by this policy?
After Trump called for a ban on transgender individuals serving in the
military, an official plan was developed, with few exceptions including:
•
•
•
•

Service members who have been stable for three years in their biological
sex prior to joining the military - meaning 36 months after completion
of surgery and hormone treatments.
Service members diagnosed with “gender dysphoria” after joining the
military can remain in the military, if they do not require a change of sex.
Service members who were diagnosed with “gender dysphoria” before
the effective date of the policy can still serve and receive medical treatment.
Transgender persons without a gender dysphoria diagnosis or history
can serve as long as they do so according to the sex assigned at birth.

The Defense Department can issue waivers on a case-by-case basis. In addition, the policy states that transgender people serving who require gender
reassignment surgery or hormonal treatment during their service would be
disqualified due to their inability to be deployed for a period longer than 12
months.
In 2016, there were approximately 8,960 transgender people serving in
the military. Thus, a heated response is sure to ensue from LGBTQ+ activists and democratic politicians.
www.jmmswordandshield.com

EGGS USED
IN CANCER
RESEARCH

By Amira Pierotti
Chicken eggs and cancer
medicine seem to have nothing in common, but scientists have combined the two
through one incredible feat of
genetic engineering. According to CNN, an abundance of
diseases occur due to a lack of
chemicals and proteins in the
body. By adding human genes
to the DNA sequence used
when producing eggs, the
egg white then contains the
chemicals and proteins humans need to maintain health.
The combination of three egg
whites contains enough of the
proteins required for a single
dose.
The researchers are focusing their efforts on two
main proteins: INFalpha2a,
which is common in cancer
medications, and macrophage-CSF, which helps tissue
repair itself. The results of the
research are positive thus far,
and scientists are hopeful the
eggs can be used in medicines
within the next two decades.
The major outcome of the
research is the cost reduction: in her interview with
BBC, Dr. Lissa Herron, one
of the scientists conducting
the experiment, explains that
“production from chickens
can cost anywhere from 10 to
100 times less than the [pharmacological] factories,” which
will lower the cost of the medicine for the patients.
15
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
SHREK THE
MUSICAL:
REVIEW

By Maddy Peppard
Not gonna lie, it’s sad
as Shrek if you missed
this show. It’s the tale you
knew and loved growing
up — emotionally and
socially deprived ogre,
Shrek (Joe BonDurant)
learns to love with the
help of his loyal friend
Donkey (Matthew Berthoud) and the feisty
Princess Fiona (Leah
Metzger). Add a musical
number here and there,
a dozen misunderstood
fairytale characters, a
lovestruck Dragon (Jillian
Sytsma), and the notsuch-a-Lord Farquaad
(Jacob Larget), and you
have Shrek, the musical.
The students of Shrek lost
three rehearsals due to
snow days, but the songs
and dances were so polished, you wouldn’t have
been able to tell! With an
outstanding production
crew and orchestra, Shrek
was a must-see show, displaying with humor and
heart the unending talent
of Memorial musical
students year after year
in the story that encourages you to embrace your
inner weirdo and let your
freak flag fly!
16

AVENGERS:
ENDGAME
TRAILER

By Jassi Chahal
So far, there have been
two released trailers of
the highly anticipated
Avengers: Endgame - one
released in November and
one released on the day
of the Super Bowl. Both
have hit world records
of “Most Highly Viewed
Trailer in 24 Hours.”
Tony Stark and Nebula
are stuck somewhere in
space, and the rest of the
gang is hanging out on
Earth with no idea on
how to cope with losing
half the universe. Thor is
on his own, and we have
no idea where Thanos
is. Marvel fans are going
crazy with predictions; be
sure to check them out on
Tumblr and Instagram.
Get excited for the release
date - it’s April 26th!
Mark your calendars!

MARVEL MOVIE UPDATE

By Jassi Chahal
I’m a huge Marvel fan, and I sure you are too. Marvel had an amazing year in
2018, with Black Panther, Avengers Infinity War, Ant Man and The Wasp, Deadpool 2,
Venom, and Spiderman: Into The Spider-Verse. 2019 is going to be even better, and,
obviously, have us crying and stressed out like never before. Captain Marvel will be
hitting theaters March 7th (get your tickets!), Avengers: Endgame will be out April
26th, and Spiderman: Far From Home is set to be released this summer. Wooh! That’s
a lot of content! Keep looking out for trailers, and buy tickets to see the films!
amazing films!
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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SNL PORTRAYING WASHINGTON D.C

By Leah Vredenbregt
It is no secret that NBC’s Saturday Night Live loves to portray President Trump, his
cabinet, family, and other D.C. officials each week. Here are my three favorite cameos of
the season.
Alec Baldwin as Donald Trump:
Alec Baldwin has never been included on the opening credits as a cast member even
though his routine portrayals of President Trump earned him an Emmy nomination
last year. Baldwin usually appears once or twice a month in the first scene of the night,
typically portraying an exaggeration of something Trump did that week, like a press
conference or a rally. Grade: AMatt Damon as Brett Kavanaugh:
Damon has now appeared twice on SNL as the newly appointed and highly controversial Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh. Once,he was in a nearly 13 minute opening sketch when Kavanaugh was not yet approved and going through Senate hearings.
The other sketch was when he appeared with the rest of the SNL Trump Administration in the style of “It’s A Wonderful Life”. Damon brings a high energy performance
with many beer references when portraying Kavanaugh. Grade: A
Robert De Niro as Robert Mueller:
Other than Trump, Mueller is likely one of the few individuals in Washington D.C.
that will be a constant factor until the end of Trump’s presidency. Mueller is portrayed
as a mafia “I know everything” type by none other than Robert De Niro, an actor
known for his portrayals of mob life. De Niro is suave, dark, funny, and intimidating as
Mueller. In addition, the way he portrays Mueller being “chummy” with Trump and the
rest of his people of interest in the Russia probe provides a new level of entertainment
to his occasional appearances on SNL. Grade: A+

GRAMMYS RESULTS

By Evanka Amin
On Sunday, February 10th, 2019, the 61st Annual Grammy Awards were broadcast live from the Staples Center in Los Angeles. The opening entrance starred the host, Alicia Keys, and Former First Lady, Michelle Obama.
Their tribute to the power of music also set the tone for a female-dominated evening. Unfortunately, with the
no-shows and drama, it was more a night of embarrassment for the Recording Academy. Among the no-shows
were Taylor Swift, Bradley Cooper, Rihanna, Kanye West, Ed Sheeran, and Jay-Z. Ariana Grande, Kendrick Lamar, and Childish Gambino (aka Donald Glover) refused performances and were no-shows. Drake also refused to
perform, but showed up. During his acceptance speech after winning Best Rap Song for “God’s Plan”, he alluded
to the Academy’s debatable track record with artists of color and hip hop, and was promptly cut off. The drama
continued when Cardi B’s album Invasion of Privacy won Best Rap Album instead of Mac Miller’s Swimming or
Travis Scott’s Astroworld. Ariana Grande took to Twitter expressing her anger over Miller’s loss but the tweets
have since been deleted. On the other hand, it was a big night for Donald Glover and Kacey Musgraves. Glover’s
song “This is America” won Song of the Year, Best Music Video, Record of the Year and Best Rap/Sung Performance. Musgrave’s won Album of the Year and Best Country Album for Golden Hour, Best Country Song for
“Space Cowboy” and Best Country Solo Performance for “Butterflies”. As for performances, Cardi B’s rendition of
her song “Money” was almost overshadowed by the pianist, Chloe Flower. Viewers were left stunned at Chloe’s
skill and style. Another notable performance was the collab between St. Vincent and Dua Lipa. The performance
began with St. Vincent singing the night’s Best Rock Song winner, “Masseduction” with her guitar, before Dua
Lipa joined her for a connective rendition of “One Kiss.”
18
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HOROSCOPES
By Maggie Di Sanza

Libra (Sep
23-Oct 22):
Be cautious!
This month, an unexpected occurrence is bound to
happen. We don’t know
when, or where, but it
will. Take the precautionary measures.

Aquarius
(Jan 20-Feb
18):
Have you
been staying up until three
in the morning for the
past week? Don’t. You’ll be
far more productive and
well-off if you take care of
your sleep cycle.
Gemini
(May 21June 20):
A big win is
approaching! Expect some
profit, a trophy, or perhaps a life-altering opportunity! Get excited! March
is your month!

Scorpio (Oct
23-Nov 21):
Take some
time to
enjoy the little things!
Appreciate the subtle
compliments and sunshine
among the snow days!

Pisces (Feb
19-March
20):
Happy Birthday Month! Take some
time to relax, indulge in
some cake, and celebrate
you! This is your motn to
SHINE! Make the most of
it!

Sagittarius
(Nov 22-Dec
21):
Don’t
slack on your classes this
month! Take some time
to re-read your notes, ask
instructors questions, and
make the most of your
resources.

Aries
(March
21-April
19):
I know the
weather is
terrible, but that should
not be your excuse to
stop exercising. Do some
squats! Lift a few weights!

Cancer
(June 21July 22):
It’s cold and
flu season, so make sure
to protect yourself from
possible illnesses. Wash
your hands, carry hand
sanitizer, and sneeze into
your elbows!

Leo (July 23Aug 22):
This month
you’ll be overwhelmed;
but don’t worry, although
you have made poor decisions in the past, you will
recover this March!

www.jmmswordandshield.com

Capricorn
(Dec 22-Jan
19):
Spend more
time with your family this
month! Put down your
phone and pick up the salt
and pepper as you sit and
enjoy a communal meal.

Taurus
(April 20May 20):
A big change
is about to occur in your
life! Don’t be scared, be
excited! Positive life experiences come with change;
so embrace it!

Virgo (Aug
23-Sep 22):
I love procrastination as much as the
next person, but you gotta
stop! It is ruining your
GPA and breaking bonds.
Just stop.
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MARCH
WORD
SEARCH
By Michelle Shou
ARIES			
DR. SEUSS		
MARDI GRAS		
SPRING EQUINOX
WINDY
BASKETBALL
GREEN		
SHAMROCK		
ST. PATRICK’S DAY
CLOVER
MARCH		
SPRING		
WOMEN’S DAY

SOOTHING SMOOTHIES
FOR MESSY MONDAYS

Basic smoothie:
1 banana
1 yogurt of any flavor
Splash of milk

By Leah Vredenbregt

With Winter finally
coming to a close, many
of us will be getting
involved in sports, the
spring play, looking for
summer jobs, or studying for AP tests in May.
In addition, some of us
may need a boost each morning to get us going
after the long and tiring winter. Here are some
smoothie ideas to start your day off right!
20

Fruity and high in nutrients:
½ banana
1 clementine
1 handful of blueberries
1 handful of spinach
Splash of orange juice

www.jmmswordandshield.com

High protein:
1 banana
1 vanilla yogurt
Large spoonful of peanut butter
Spoonful of chocolate spread
Splash of milk

MARCH 2019
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SPORTS
PREP PROFILE:
ABBY
WILSON

PREP PROFILE:
IAN BROWN
By Rahima Osman

By Rahima Osman

Q: Who are the captains this
year?
A: Abbey Maier, Leilani
Kapinus, Emmoni Rankins and
Abby Wilson
Q: How long have you been
playing basketball, and what position do you
play?
A: Since I was 6. I am a shooting guard/small forward
Q: What is one team bonding activity that the
basketball players do- off court or on the court?
A: Team dinner and bus rides
Q: Favorite opponent to play?
A: East
Q: What advice should you give to anyone that
wants to tryout for basketball?
A: If you are willing to put in the hard work and
dedication, it’s a lot of fun.
Q: What are some ways of getting in shape, especially during off season?
A: Fall/spring speed and strength through the school.
Q: Do any of the players have the intention of
playing basketball post high school-career?
A: Yes, such as Leilani Kapinus, Emmoni Rankins and
Maya WhiteEagle
Q: Any player that we should look out for?
Emmoni Rankins
Q: Funniest basketball player?
A: Abbey Maier
Q: Memorable moments from basketball this
year?
A: Teachable moments with the few losses that we
have had so far. Our team has developed strong team
chemistry on and off court.
22

Q:Who are the captains this year?
A: Ian Brown, Dryden Schafer and
Cade Ellingson
Q: How long have you been playing basketball, and what position
do you play?
A: 12 years; small forward
Q: What is one team bonding activity that the basketball players do- off court or on court?
A:Team lunch, and 2k battles at team dinner
Q: Favorite opponent to play?
A: West
Q: What advice should you give to anyone that
wants to tryout for basketball?
A:If you love the game, give it your 100% during offseason and show up as prepared as possible for tryouts.
Q: What are some ways of getting in shape,
especially during off season?
A: I would suggest joining a club team for the sport you
play. I played AAU for many years which was great, and
Speed and Strength with Coach Frontier is also really
helpful for any sports.
Q: Do any of the players have the intention of
playing basketball post high school-career?
A: Cade Ellingson plans on playing at the collegiate level
next year
Q: Any player that we should look out for?
A:Yacouba Traore
Q: Funniest basketball player?
A: Junior Mitchell
Q: Memorable moments from basketball this year?
A: I think the best moment of this basketball season was
coming together as a group. Although we get on each
other sometimes, we are all a group of brothers that
want the best for each other.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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SUPER BOWL RECAP

By Niccolo Braico
In what was described as “the most boring Super Bowl of all time,”
the final game of the NFL season was a low scoring one, with a final
score of 13-3, as the New England Patriots won their 6th championship over the Los Angeles Rams. Julian Edelman won the Super
Bowl MVP for the Patriots, recording 10 catches for 141 yards. The
lone touchdown of the game came from running back Sony Michel
for the Patriots, who ran for 94 yards duringthat touchdown. New
England’s quarterback, Tom Brady, threw for 262 yards along with
an interception. The Rams unfortunately couldn’t get anything going offensively, mustering only 260 total yards of offense, which was
a good 150 yards less than New England. Rams players Jared Goff
and Todd Gurley in particular struggled through the game, with
Goff only completing 50% of his passes for 226 yards, and Gurley
rushing for only 35 yards. Outside of the actual game, the halftime
show got mixed reviews overall, with some really liking the Maroon
5 and Travis Scott performance, and others absolutely hating it.
Overall, this Super Bowl was definitely one that not many enjoyed
watching, given that most fans prefer a higher scoring game rather
than a defensive game.

2019 TRACK PREVIEW
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By Claire Reid
Believe it or not, we are already heading into spring sports
season. The 2019 track and field season is just on the horizon
with practices beginning on March 4th. Track offers many
events from long distance to short distance races to jumping
and throwing events. Additionally, track is a no-cut sport, so if
you are interested in going out for the team, you can join after
filling out the proper paperwork which can be found on the
website www.jmmtrackandfield.com!
Varsity competition begins with the Dubuque Invite on Friday, March 15th for girls and Saturday, March 16th for boys.
JV competition kicks off on Tuesday, April 2nd afterschool at
nearby Verona High School so be sure to stop by!
With improvements on Mansfield Stadium finally completed,
the Spartans will be hosting many home meets once again,
making it easier for students to attend.We would love you to
come out and support our team!
HOME MEET SCHEDULE
Thursday, April 4th: JV Conference Meet, 4pm
Thursday, April 9th: Dual vs. East (JV/Varsity), 4:30pm
Tuesday, April 16th: Dual vs. Middleton (JV/Varsity), 4:30pm
Tuesday, April 30th: City Outdoor (Varsity), 4:30pm
Friday, May 3rd: Spartan Invite (Boys Varsity), 5pm
Monday, May 6th: Madtown Throwdown (Girls Varsity),
4pm

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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ARE FANCY FITNESS STUDIOS WORTH IT?

By Kari Larsen
With Madison becoming home to what many would call “boutique” fitness studios, it can be easy to fall into the
trap of wanting to join one in order to motivate yourself. Are they really better than just the average gym or home
workout? Lucky for you, I tried some of the most popular fitness studios around here to help answer this!

CycleBar

CycleBar - CycleBar is an indoor cycling studio, complete with blaring music and
neon lights. Think of it like a dance party on a bike! Some of the great things that
set CycleBar apart from just riding a stationary bike at the gym are the motivating
instructors (who somehow have energy to teach at 5:15am or 7pm after working
all day), the fact that the beat of the music they play coincides with how fast you
should be riding (making it easier to follow along during the class), and with the
low lights in the studio, it’s easy to unplug from your day as well as free yourself
from any self conscious feelings as you workout. However, with a drop in class
being $22, and an unlimited membership costing $99/month, it’s not easy to pay.
But if you have the financial resources to pay for it, CycleBar is a great high
intensity, low impact workout that will improve your fitness drastically! P.S.
You can get a trial class for FREE.

Barre3 - As a runner who loves anything that works up a good sweat, I was skeptical of Barre3. However, receiving a free class for my birthday, I decided to give it
a try. Walking into the studio, the front desk attendant was very nice and helped me
get settled. The instructor, Anne, was very great at acclimating everyone, helping
them grab the weights needed as well as asking if there were any injuries she should
be aware of. As for the class, I found it to be challenging in a different way than
running is. While I didn’t sweat as much, the class challenged the little muscles in my
body that don’t get stressed as often. The class was a mix of strength, using our body,
weights, the bar, and their signature core ball; cardio, in the form of high intensity
squats and lunges; and yoga, with stretches to help improve flexibility, and a deep
breathing session to end class. Barre3 is $99/month for unlimited classes, and a drop
in class is $23. New clients can get three classes for $30. Overall, Barre3 is a good
strength workout. Almost all of the moves in class can be done either at home or
at the gym, so think carefully before buying a membership.

[Solidcore]

Barre3

[Solidcore] - I heard about [solidcore] through some instructors at CycleBar, and
considering they’ve given me a great workouts for almost a year now, I knew I had
to try it out. When I arrived at [Solidcore], my instructor, Ellen, was very thorough
in introducing me to the class and the movements, and of course, their trademark
machine called “[Sweatlana]”. It’s definitely hard to describe without experiencing
it, but it’s akin to a movable platform with springs that add resistance. You can add
heavier weight with more springs, and challenge yourself by moving further on the
platform. As a workout, [Solidcore] was a REALLY solid core (and arm) workout...
see what I did there? Picture 50 minutes of plank variations, push-ups, crunches,
squats. My muscles never stopped burning. There were times where I had to take a
deep breath and re-engage my muscles due to the fact they gave out. That’s essentially their goal listed on the website - to work your muscles to failure. If you’re
looking for a motivating instructor, great music, and a muscle workout that
will leave you sore for days, [solidcore] is the place to be. You can get a new
client package of 2 classes for $29.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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OPINIONS

TRANS MILITARY BAN
By Maggie Di Sanza

THE BEST SOLUTION FOR
OUR MILITARY

A DETRIMENT TO THE
LGBTQ+ COMMUNITY

In June 2017, the Military Times reported that a directive from President Barack Obama allowing allow
transgender people to serve beginning the summer of
2017 faced “infinite delay.” This, is the most effective
decision for our national security.
An estimated 15,000 transgender people already
serve in the military, and while their service is valued
to the utmost abilities, in order to maintain the most
efficient and lethal military, the excess costs cannot be
maintained.
Foreign Policy has noted that opponents of transgender individuals in the military claim that medical
treatments for transgender individuals would cost
over 3.7 $billion in just ten years. This cost is simply
too much of a burden on the United States military
when our national budget is already plummeting.
This is not a matter of discrimination, it is a matter of
economics.

For nearly two years, transgender men and women
have been allowed to openly serve their country in
the military. There have been no problems, “precisely zero” were the exact words of Army Chief of Staff
Mark A. Milley. Hundreds of transgender troops have
been deployed without incident; commanders have
singled out transgender troops for praise. Despite the
success of this inclusive policy, the Trump Administration feels the need to restrict military service of
transgender peoples. Sadly, it got a boost from the
Supreme Court. This is solely on the basis of discriminatory ideology and policy.
Transgender individuals who have undergone a
sex transition or are seeking to transition from their
biological gender will be barred; those who agree to
serve in accordance with their biological gender will
be tolerated. This frightening policy encourages the
repression of one’s gender identity, leading to

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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President Trump has claimed to be an advocate of
the LGBTQ+ community in the past, promoting the
well being and anti-discrimination policies for gay,
lesbian, bisexual, and gender non-conforming people.
This policy is needed to maintain the well-being of
our military, and the cost of providing transitional
surgeries for all transgender folk in the military is far
too much of a burden.

serious mental illness, and a higher risk for suicide,
sexual harassment, and abuse.
The upheaval of this policy is a cruel reprise of the
failed “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy once applied to gay
and lesbian service members. The Trump Administration is knowingly and intentionally marginalizing,
stigmatizing, and disrespecting hardworking and
devoted transgender people in our military.
The argument against the economic determinants of
the policy are outrageous. While many have claimed
that it would cost up to billions of dollars to fund
people of trans experience, this study was debunked.
In reality, only $10 million would be required to
maintain the well-being of transgender people in
the military - in contrast to the $6.2 billion spent on
health-care in general.
The cost of transgender people in the military does
not compare to other people we allow in the military;
this act of cruelty is one of discrimination, with no
reasonable rationale for exclusion.

THE IMPORTANCE OF INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
By Maggie Di Sanza

International Women’s Day is celebrated globally on March 8th honor of females’
remarkable contributions to our societal and cultural development. The day commemorates the inspiring role of women around the world, recognizing the historical struggles and adversity that females have faced, in an effort to secure women’s
rights and build far more equitable cultures. By reminding ourselves that many
female voices around the world go unheard, with many discriminated against and
denied basic human rights, we are allowing ourselves to look beyond the traditional
privileges of our lives.
The word ‘female’ conjures up a great deal of controversy for many. Across
the world, women have -and- continue to fight for their independence and protection.
For decades, women have had to combat legitimate strife, including the right
to free speech, vote, education, income, workplace equity, and to be heard.
International Women’s Day honors women who have paved the path towards
progress. This day, however, is a reminder of the discrimination and inequality that
continues to plague our society. These ills exist all across the world and manifest in the
form of heinous war crimes to more subtle microaggressions. More than a method to preach fourth-wave
feminism, International Women’s Day inspires us to sit with the uncomfortable fact that Female Genital Mutilation is still practiced in 30 countries across the globe; that in the United States, women still make 76 cents to the
male dollar; that 14 million girls around the planet will never see a classroom; that menstruation is still seen as a
shameful and impure experience; and the list goes on.
While the objective of International Women’s Day is to express love and gratitude towards women’s contribution to our lives and society, the real weight of the celebration comes with coming to terms with the legitimate
injustices women have faced, and determine how we are going to address these ongoing inequities. It is our job
to remove all existing barriers and make the world a more just, inclusive place for everyone.
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TWO OPINIONS ON TRIGGER WARNINGS
By Maddy Peppard

TRIGGER WARNINGS CAUSE
AVOIDANCE OF HARDER
TOPICS

Once a year in the JMM Library, you will find a
beautifully decorated display of several books, including, but not limited to, iconic titles such as To Kill a
Mockingbird and Simon vs.The Homo Sapiens Agenda. The thing that all of these books have in common?
Somewhere in an American library, they were banned.
That’s right- someone’s (or a small group of people)
opinion of a book got it banned from an entire library.
The reasons for each of the titles range, but common
reasons for banning each book can be anything from
racially charged language to sexual assault to discussion
of suicide issues- issues which, arguably, should not be
read by children and teens who are looking to read a
good book.
The backlash- the honoring of such books- results
from a counter movement to get kids to read books
that cover these issues. The people in this movement
claim that it is, in fact, important to get children to
read books that cover intense topics like sexual assault
and systemic racism in order to equip them to combat
said issues in the “real world.”
So what’s the point of me sharing this with you?
The simple fact is, trigger warnings do no more for
kids than banning books does: not exposing them to
something that, eventually, they will be exposed to.
Not only are trigger warnings avoiding the real worldsome argue that they make kids mentally weaker. We
need to stop using trigger warnings and stop banning
books if we want kids to know the truth and, perhaps,
truly be educated.

TRIGGER WARNINGS ARE
NECESSARY IN TEACHING KIDS
ABOUT PRIVILEGE

Last year in my AP Language class, there was a lesson we were taught about how the University of Chicago doesn’t use trigger warnings in any of its lectures for
fear of exactly what was said in the previous column:
students need to get used to the real world and all of its
issues.
My friend confronted me about this lesson soon after. She was upset. “There’s a difference between feeling
uncomfortable talking about a topic and feeling unsafe
while talking about it.”
I agreed wholeheartedly. For students living with depression and post traumatic stress, talking about things
such as suicide or racism doesn’t just have the possibility
of making them uncomfortable- it can literally trigger
an intense and crippling psychological reaction.
I have watched my friends have panic attacks during
class. These kids don’t need to be educated about these
intense topics- they already have firsthand experience.
In terms of missing out on talking about things
labeled with a “trigger warning”- it’s not lazy ignorance
that causes students to opt out of certain discussions. It’s
avoidance for the sake of their own mental health.
A large part of education is being connected to what
you’re learning, even if those connections occur right
next to you, ie, students who experience mental illness
discussing their issues with those who don’t. In doing
this, their peers can see the privilege gap, the most
educational humanities teaching tool: understanding all
human experiences, even the ones of those they sit next
to in class.
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